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Introduction
Dementia is a very common neurodegenerative disorders 
in the elderly and a growing concern all over the world 
including the developing countries like India. In 2005, 
it was estimated that 24.3 million worldwide and 1.8 
million people in India and South Asia are affected 
with dementia. In India, the number of people with 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other dementias is 
increasing every year because of the steady growth in the 
older population and stable increment in life expectancy 

and it is expected to increase two-fold by 2030 and 
three-fold by 2050.[1,2] There are 400,000 new cases per 
year for India and South Asia.[2] According to the World 
Health Organization (WHO), the South-East Asia Region, 
the dementia mortality rate for India is 13.5/100,000 males 
and 11.1 for 100,000 females.[1] Compared with other 
chronic medical conditions (heart diseases, cancer, and 
stroke) AD is in fourth position for the leading cause of 
death in the Asia Pacific region.[3]

Almost, 10% of persons over age of 65 and up to 
50% over 85 suffer from dementia. In approximately 
two-third cases of dementia patients in over 65 years 
are diagnosed as AD.[4] In addition to a lot of financial 
burden, the disease also exacts a heavy emotional toll on 
family members and caregivers.[5] Therefore, early and 
accurate diagnosis of AD is very important to reduce 
the disease burden and its progression to advanced 
stage. In low- and middle-income countries, diagnosis 
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is often much delayed, and survival is much shorter 
than that in the developed world.[6] Around 10-37% of 
the elderly population with dementia in developing 
countries is classified as having potentially vulnerable 
living circumstances with requiring long‑term and 
specialized care.[7]

Standard workup for AD is: Physical, neurologic, and 
psychiatric examination; psychometric testing; blood 
work (screening for B 12 deficiency and hypothyroidism); 
and brain imaging.[8] Although this approach is useful 
in detecting dementia, it is not entirely reliable for 
establishing a diagnosis of very early AD or predementia 
illness. Though, it is evident from different clinical 
research that, brain perfusion single photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT) and metabolic positron 
emission tomography (PET) has the potential to detect 
the pathophysiological changes much before the clinical 
evidence of dementia, these techniques are very less 
utilized in clinical set up.

Functional imaging also helps to differentiate AD from 
other form of dementia by its specific pattern of defects, 
which is very important because, treatment will defer 
entirely for different causes. Brain perfusion SPECT is 
sensitive in detecting impairment of regional cerebral 
blood flow (rCBF) and different perfusion patterns 
have been associated with different types of dementia, 
which may well be utilized in the differential diagnosis 
of dementias.[9-11] Accurate classification of dementias 
is becoming crucially important because of recent 
advances in medical treatment.[12,13] The severity of the 
perfusion abnormality may increase with increasing 
clinical impairment, leading to an additional role 
of SPECT in disease staging.[14-16] SPECT has also an 
impact on therapeutic decisions by differentiating AD 
from depressive pseudo dementia, which presents 
with predominantly prefrontal perfusion impairment. 
Different researchers suggested that functional brain 
imaging with PET or SPECT has the potential to aid in 

identifying regional patterns of perfusion, metabolism, 
or both that are characteristic of different types of 
dementia.[17-19]

Temporoparietal hypoperfusion is associated with 
posterior dementia, such as Alzheimer’s type, whereas 
frontal or frontotemporal hypoperfusion suggests frontal 
lobe dementia, such as Pick’s disease. The radiotracer 
distribution pattern in AD is similar for SPECT and PET 
imaging. In general, the radiotracer activity is decreased 
in the posterior parietal lobes and the temporal lobes. 
In advanced stage, particularly those with a loss of 
executive function, hypometabolism/hypoperfusion 
in the frontal lobes is noted. The primary neocortical 
regions, including the sensorimotor regions, the visual 
cortex, and the subcortical gray matter, are usually 
relatively intact.[20-22] As shown in Table 1, major form 
of dementia and their perfusion patterns are shortlisted.

Though the role of SPECT in dementia is well-established, 
it is very less utilized technique in clinical practice, 
particularly in developing countries. As nuclear medicine 
imaging as a whole is becoming available to our routine 
clinical practice in developing countries nowadays, 
the utilization of brain SPECT in management of this 
debilitating disease should also be explored. We are 
trying to implement the potentials of brain perfusion 
SPECT in clinical practice to diagnose and characterize 
dementia patients based on the perfusion patterns with 
Tc-99m exametazime(d, l-hexamethyl propyleneamine 
oxime/HMPAO). In this study, we have reviewed 
11 patients of dementia and observed different perfusion 
patterns to help in differential diagnosis of dementia.

Materials and Methods

Patients
Eleven patients with clinical suspicion of dementia were 
studied. There were 6 male (55%) and 5 female (45%), with 

Table 1: Clinical differentiation of the major differentia
Dementia First symptoms Neuropsychiatric findings Neurologic findings SPECT perfusion pattern
Alzheimer’s 
disease

Memory loss Initially normal Initially normal Parieto-temporal hypoperfusion, initially 
affect posterior parietal and temporal, 
gradually encroaches towards frontal 
lobe as disease advance[15-17]

Fronto-temporal 
dementia

Apathy; poor judgment/insight, 
speech/language; hyperorality

Apathy, disinhibition, hyperorality, 
euphoria, depression

May have vertical gaze 
palsy, axial rigidity, dystonia

Frontotemporal hypoperfusion[21-22]

Dementia of 
lewy bodies

Visual hallucinations, REM sleep 
disorder, delirium, Capgras’ 
syndrome, parkinsonism

Visual hallucinations, depression, 
sleep disorder, delusions

Parkinsonism It also involve parietal and temporal, 
but also involve occipital lobe, which is 
spared by other posterior dementia[18-20]

Vascular 
dementia

Often but not always sudden; 
variable; apathy, falls, focal 
weakness

Apathy, delusions, anxiety Usually motor slowing, 
spasticity; can be normal

Diffuse cortical hypoperfusion, may 
correlate with involved cerebral arterial 
territory[23]

Depressive 
pseudodementia

loss of memory, and vagueness, 
slowing of movement and 
reduced or slowed speech

Depression (mood disorder) slowing of movement and 
reduced or slowed speech

Prefrontal hypoperfusion predominantly

AD: Alzheimer’s disease; FTD: Frontotemporal dementia; DLB: Dementia of Lewy bodies; SPECT: Single photon emission computed tomography; REM: Rapid eye movement
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mean age of 63.6 ± 9.2 years (median age 60 years with 
range of 53-83 years). The baseline clinical characteristics 
of the studied patients were defined by experienced 
psychiatrist. The findings of standard workup such as 
history, neuropsychiatric, neurologic, and biochemical 
examination are noted to use in further analysis.

Radiopharmaceutical
d, l-hexamethyl propyleneamine oxime kit was 
imported from Medi-Radiopharma, Budapest, Hungary 
for radiopharmaceutical preparations. Freshly eluted 
99mTc (<1 h old) was used, and Tc-99m-HMPAO, the 
radiotracer was prepared according to manufacturer’s 
instruction. After a minimum storage of 10 min in room 
temperature, the radiopharmaceutical was injected 
intravenously to the patients through previously 
cannulated channel. Dose of radiopharmaceuticals 
to each patient ranged from 666 MBq‑925 MBq (18‑
25 mCi). During the injection, subjects were lying 
comfortably in a semi darkened and silent room. The 
radiotracer was injected in a resting supine position. 
The gap between radiotracer injection and imaging 
time was 45-90 min.

Single photon emission computed 
tomography‑computed tomography 
procedure
All  cases  were scanned with our dual-head 
SPECT-CT (Siemens Symbia T2) gamma camera 
equipped with low energy general purpose collimator, 
45-90 min after injection using a special head holder 
for fixation in a complete symmetrical position. A 20% 
window centered at a 140 KeV photo peak for Tc-99m 
was used. The image acquisition was performed 
in a 360° step and shoot rotation (180° rotation for 
each head) with 25 s per view for a total 64 views 
in a 128 × 128 matrix with a zoom factor of 2. 
Consecutively, CT scan of head (slice thickness of 
3 mm, matrices of 512 × 512) was acquired after SPECT 
in sequential mode with the X‑ray tube operated at 
130 kV and 30 mA.

Reconstruction and analysis
For each patient, all steps for image reconstruction and 
analysis were carried out by two observers (one of them 
was experienced nuclear medicine physician and the 
other was well trained technologist). Reconstruction 
was performed by Iterative reconstruction (subset-8 and 
iteration‑4) in syngo flash three‑dimensional algorithm. 
Gaussian filter were used. Attenuation correction was 
performed using CT attenuation map. The images were 
reoriented to obtain transverse, sagittal and coronal 
section. After proper reconstruction SPECT images are 
fused with CT image and images are reviewed as SPECT, 
CT, and SPECT-CT slices side by side.

The reconstructed SPECT data is further processed 
in “Neurogam” application to obtain the region wise 
quantification and comparative analysis in respect 
of standard normal database. With the help of the 
application, reconstructed tomo data was co-registered 
with a reference template (the Talairach atlas) and 
quantitative analysis was done on brain SPECT images of 
each patients. Mean rCBF was recorded for each region on 
both hemispheres. Mean rCBF is calculated automatically 
by the application itself by predefined algorithm; that is, 
the mean pixel value in each corresponding region of 
interest as a percentage of the maximum pixel value in 
the entire volume of brain. The application also compares 
the data with age based normal database within it and 
a surface mapping was done according to color scale 
depending on the standard deviation from normal.

Results
All of 11 patients studied were presented with some 
form of memory loss and evaluated for dementia. Eight 
patients had some form of psychological disturbances, 
two had history of cerebrovascular accident (CVA) with 
neurologic correlation, one had presented with muscle 
rigidity and akathesia. A master chart of the patients, 
their clinical history, perfusion pattern and differential 
diagnosis are tabulated [Table 2]. Five patients 
revealed perfusion pattern consistent with posterior 
dementia. One of them had typical posterior parietal 
and temporal hypoperfusion, which is sign of early AD. 
Three patients had also frontal hypoperfusion in addition 
to parietotemporal hypoperfusion, consistent with 
advanced AD pattern [Figure 1]. One of posterior dementia 
pattern had finding of occipital lobe hypoperfusion in 
addition to parietotemporal hypoperfusion, which is 
typical of Lewy body dementia [Figure 2]. Two patients 
had frontotemporal hypoperfusion, which is a typical 
pattern found in frontotemporal dementia (FTD) or 
Pick’s disease [Figure 3]. Both of the patients with history 
of CVA displayed diffuse cerebral hypoperfusion, 
including the area of stroke, not consistent with 
any of typical pattern and diagnosed as vascular 
dementia [Figure 4]. Two patients with severe depression 
revealed on bilateral prefrontal hypoperfusion and are 
diagnosed as pseudodementia [Figure 5].

Discussion
According to the WHO Global Burden of Disease report 
2006, dementia is the third leading cause contributors 
to years of life lost due to disability in the elderly in 
low- and middle-income countries.[23] Dementia is often 
associated with physical, mental and financial burden 
and Governments neither provide long-term care nor 
support carers.[7] Evidence suggests that elderly people 
with dementia in developing countries do not often 
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utilize health services, and when they do, the health care 
system is often ill prepared to provide quality services 
for dementia.[24] Many need long-term care, currently 
provided by family carers, with primary care services 
not meeting their needs.[7] Carers of elderly people with 
dementia experienced greater psychological distress 
compared with carers of elderly people with other 
medical conditions.[25] According to AD international, 

the standard treatment goals of dementia management 
include: Early diagnosis; optimization of physical 
health, cognition, activity and well-being; detection and 
treatment of behavioral and psychological symptoms 
of dementia; Educating carer and providing long-term 
support to carer.[26] The early diagnosis is most important 
to optimize his cognition level/well-being and reduce 
the cost of cares by reducing the risk of progression to 

Table 2: Master chart of patient’s details
Age Sex Dementia 

symptoms
Neuropsychiatric findings Neurological 

findings
Brain perfusion pattern Differential 

diagnosis
57 M MCI Normal Normal Posterior parietal and temporal hypoperfusion Early AD
59 M Severe 

memory loss
Normal Normal Bilateral parietotemporal and frontal 

hypoperfusion
Advanced AD

83 F Memory loss Depression, delusion, visual hallucination, 
behavioral problems, insomnia

Normal Bilateral parietotemporal hypoperfusion with 
left occipital hypoperfusion

DLB

57 F Memory loss anxiety, dysphoria, increased anger, 
mild confusion, mumbling, stubbornness

Akathesia, Muscle 
rigidity

Bilateral frontotemporal hypoperfusion FTD

60 F Memory loss Headache, behavior problem, Insomnia H/o of CVA, motor 
aphasia

Hypoperfusion in area of stroke with diffuse 
bilateral cortical hypoperfusion

Vascular 
Dementia

67 F Memory loss Severe depression, behavioral problems Normal Bilateral prefrontal hypoperfusion Pseudo dementia
69 M Memory loss Depression, insomnia, Apathy, poor 

judgement
Normal Bilateral frontotemporal hypoperfusion FTD

78 M Severe 
memory loss

Depression, insomnia, fearfulness, 
apathy

Normal Bilateral parietotemporal and frontal 
hypoperfusion

Advanced AD

53 F Memory loss Depression, disturbed sleep, general 
weakness

Normal Bilateral prefrontal hypoperfusion Pseudo dementia

55 M Memory loss Mild depression Normal Bilateral parietotemporal and frontal 
hypoperfusion

AD

62 M Memory loss Not significant H/o right sided CVA, 
left hemiparesis

Diffuse bilateral cerebral hypoperfusion Vascular 
dementia

AD: Alzheimer’s disease; FTD: Frontotemporal dementia; DLB: Dementia of Lewy bodies; CVA: Cerebrovascular accident; MCI: Mild cognitive impairment

Figure 1: A 78-year-old male patient with history of significant memory loss and depression showing the brain perfusion pattern 
of an advanced Alzheimer’s disease in 99mTc-hexamethyl propyleneamine oxime brain perfusion single photon emission computed 

tomography (SPECT) study. (a) Transaxial, (b) coronal, (c) sagittal view of SPECT images and (d) right lateral, (e) left lateral surface 
projection views of “Neurogam” processed images, are showing bilateral parietotemporal and frontal hypoperfusion, the occipital pole is 

spared and there is increased cerebellar activity
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advanced disease. This is also a very crucial factor in the 
developing countries, where socioeconomic status is an 
important issue. Providing a well-established diagnostic 
tool to the clinicians for correctly identifying the disease 
at earlier stage is of great help in our countries.

The brain perfusion SPECT of all the patients in our 
study helped the referring physician to make an accurate 

differential diagnosis in dementia and to personalize 
their treatment to improve further management. 
Though it was found during analysis, the history is 
well correlated with the brain SPECT findings and 
consistent with final diagnosis in most of the patients, 
the referring psychiatrist was not sure of the diagnosis 
in most of them. The very 1st patient was diagnosed 
as mild cognitive impairment clinically revealed the 

Figure 2: An 83-year-old female patient with history of memory loss, visual hallucination, delusion, sleep disorder, and depression showing the 
brain perfusion pattern of a Lewy body dementia in 99mTc-hexamethyl propyleneamine oxime brain perfusion single photon emission computed 

tomography (SPECT) study. (a) Transaxial, (b) coronal, (c) sagittal view of SPECT images and (d) right lateral, (e) left lateral, (f) posterior 
surface projection views of “Neurogam” processed images, are showing bilateral parietotemporal hypoperfusion with, left occipital lobe 

hypoperfusion
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Figure 3: A 69-year-old male patient with memory loss, depression, insomnia, apathy, poor judgment is showing the brain perfusion pattern of 
a frontotemporal dementia in 99mTc-hexamethyl propyleneamine oxime brain perfusion single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) 
study. (a) Transaxial, (b) coronal, (c) sagittal view of SPECT images and (d) right lateral, (e) left lateral surface projection views of “Neurogam” 

processed images, are showing bilateral frontotemporal hypoperfusion
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changes related to early AD. The brain perfusion 
pattern typically involved the posterior parietal and 
temporal cortex. This patient’s benefit is immense due 
to his early diagnosis, so that his treating doctor could 
start his treatment at very early stage. All other AD 
patients have also frontal lobe involvement signifying 
the advanced stage of disease. The patient diagnosed 

with dementia of Lewy bodies by perfusion pattern 
of occipital lobe hypoperfusion along with features of 
posterior dementia, when retrospectively reviewed, 
it is shown that his clinical symptoms of depression, 
delusion, visual hallucination, behavioral problems, 
and insomnia are well-correlated with symptoms found 
in such type of patients.[27-30] The clinical features of the 

Figure 4: A 62-year-old male patient with history of right sided cerebral stroke and loss of memory problem is showing the brain 
perfusion pattern of a vascular dementia in 99mTc-hexamethyl propyleneamine oxime brain perfusion single photon emission computed 
tomography (SPECT) study. (a) Transaxial, (b) coronal, (c) sagittal view of SPECT images and (d) right lateral, (e) left lateral surface 
projection views of “Neurogam” processed images, are showing bilateral diffuse cortical hypoperfusion including the area of stroke
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Figure 5: A 67-year-old female patient with history of depression and loss of memory problem is showing the brain perfusion pattern of a 
pseudodementia in 99mTc-hexamethyl propyleneamine oxime brain perfusion single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) study. 

(a) Transaxial, (b) coronal, (c) sagittal view of SPECT images and (d) right lateral, (e) left lateral surface projection views of ”Neurogam” 
processed images, are showing bilateral prefrontal cortex hypoperfusion
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patients diagnosed with FTD also revealed some form of 
motor rigidity along with behavioral problems and sleep 
disorders.[31,32] The need to rule out AD in the patients 
of vascular dementia was successfully carried out by 
our SPECT imaging.[33] Patients of pseudodementia 
with predominant prefrontal hypoperfusion are greatly 
benefitted from the brain perfusion SPECT, because of 
clinical presence of depression and memory loss is very 
common in both AD and depressive pseudodementia.[34]

Though it is evident from different clinical research 
that the brain perfusion SPECT have the potential 
to characterize the patients of dementia and help in 
differential diagnosis, it is our practical experience 
to utilize this technique in clinical practice, a unique 
experience from a developing country, where majority 
of neurodegenerative diseases are treated on basis of 
clinical symptoms only. Another important aspect of this 
study is though a limited number of dementia patients 
are examined, we have experienced almost all different 
varieties in differential diagnosis of dementia. The whole 
experience gave us huge confidence because of well 
clinical correlation with the image findings. Different 
perfusion patterns in a single paper can also be helpful 
to the readers to get an overall idea about it.

Conclusion
As per our experience, we found 99mTc-HMPAO brain 
perfusion SPECT to be very helpful in clinical practice 
to characterize the patients of dementia by its perfusion 
pattern and help in the differential diagnosis. The clinical 
significance of this experience in a developing country 
will be of very high importance to promote brain SPECT 
for a routine use in dementia in our clinical practice.
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